Committee Members Present: Nick Baham, Eileen Barrett, Sara Smith (who took notes)
Absent: Michelle Korb, Cristian Gaedicke, Sally Murphy, Ying Guo/Jung You
Guests: Karina Garbesi, Gale Young, Dianne Rush Woods

Meeting Notes 04/22 CGW

- Proposing two different models; double counting for GE model and non-double counting for GE model. Proposing two offers the opportunity for faculty to select, offering an option might help us get what we want.
- Should we present with Sustainability Committee? Faculty Sustainability Group (Karina represents) would like the Sustainability overlay to work both in GE and in major – the model of three works for them but we have different SLOs. (Group decides two separate presentations and two separate models).
- CW is proposing three overlays: 1) Social justice and equity, 2) Cultural Groups and Women, 3) Sustainability
- We reviewed the CGW SLOs for Sustainability proposed by Nick (handed out to everyone)
- We discussed these proposed Sustainability SLOs and saw lots of strengths.
- We start work on our Diversity and Multiculturalism SLOs.
- Eileen and Dianne and Gale will meet again to discuss more how to combine all three SLO sections.